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Years from now, when we look back at this moment of pandemic, what will we have learned from this? How will
we help the world be better from this? How will we achieve a better version of ourselves, having learned these
hard lessons?

Jacob lived for 147 years, 17 of them in Egypt. If you think about all the places he's been and things he's done
and what's happened to him, he has been Jacob and Israel, he's wrestled with people and God his whole life,
and here are 17 years reunited with his family, seeing that his children have learned how to rebuild from
brokenness. We will not remember this lesson forever - we will always need reminders - but we should work
hard to tell our stories in a way that grapples honestly with our journeys, so that our descendants will look back
and know that their ancestors learned and tried harder so that they can, too.

Let us be good ancestors for our descendants.

Peter Pitzele, Our Father’s Wells, p.227

For me the remainder of Joseph's story is denouement, a matter of gathering up many loose ends and settling
his family in Egypt, receiving the blessing of his father, and then burying him in Canaan in Machpelah. Just
after Joob dies, the brothers, fearing again that Joseph will avenge himself on them, lie to him, telling him that
it had been their father's dying wish that he forgive them. It is clear that the brothers still stand in awe of
Joseph's powers and still live in the shadow of their own guilt. Joseph weeps and says to them:

“Do not be afraid. Do you think I am God? You did plot against me, but God plotted it for good so that this day
might come and that many people might live I will provide for you and your little ones” (50:19-21)

Once again Joseph affirms providence. He seeks to reframe his brothers guilt into a sense of faith in a plot
beyond their plottings. It is written that he did in fact "comfort them and spoke to their hearts" (ço:11). It is the
best he can do. Their lie indicates how fragile their faith in him is. His final words reassure them, but they
cannot completely dispel their fears. The tears of cathartic reconciliation do not wash away all the old paranoia.
It runs so deep in men. Everything that happens in this long finale flows within the awareness Joseph has
achieved of his being an actor in a divine play. The theatrical metaphor is all but explicit in his words about
plots. It is a literary as well as a providential metaphor. Joseph's story is now complete. On his own deathbed
Joseph speaks to them once more:

"I am dying, but God will take account of you; He will bring you up from this land to the land which he promised
to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob" (50:24)

Asking them only to bring his bones with them into that land when they leave Egypt, he dies. The words of the
ancient promise hang in the air after the curtain falls, Joseph links his life to the lives of his forebears and
sends into the next generation the patriarchal promise: the dream of a promised land in which the fellowship of
brothers will secure the peace.

At his death twelve inheritors remain. When Joseph dies, they will be the progenitors of the twelve tribes of the
children of Israel. This brotherhood of tribes is the Bible's way of saying that the world is made up of men living
in tribes. Twelve is only a number to represent a zodiac of differences imagined in some cosmic relation to one



another. The task is always the same: to find our brothers, and live with them in peace. At the bedside of
Joseph the twelve stand,comforted by his words for he had "spoken to their hearts".
Genesis recognizes brotherhood as the evolutionary edge of manhood, and so it has always been. Where men
have failed to push to this edge, cultures and civilizations have been destroyed and lost forever. Men slaughter
their brothers unless they are held by a higher purpose. Surely the poet recognizes this; that is why he says,

I'd gladly spend years getting word of him, even third or fourth hand.

No Joseph-no vital cultural ideal like him-no survival. Simple as that. Unless we achieve brotherhood, we will,
in the end, destroy ourselves and all human life. This is the terrible forecast of the Myth of the Murdered
Brother; it is the option of Cain.

The final project of Genesis is to construct and ennoble the idea of brotherhood so that men can imagine and
then can choose a life in peace with one another.


